Hire with confidence
See how BSCAA Victoria members can benefit from
CVCheck’s screening and verification service
Employers are trying to do more with less in a climate of rising
employee fraud, restricted options for hiring and dismissal, and
ever increasing legal liability.
The cost and risks associated with a bad hire can be devastating.

What is the answer?
The best solution is to solve the problem before it occurs!
Comprehensive and accurate employment screening is your best defence against a bad hire and the
administrative nightmare that results. Discovering and rejecting any dishonest candidates during the
screening process is the best way to avoid future legal actions, potential insurance claims and administrative
headaches that result.
Your screening solution should make life easier - not harder! That’s why we always recommend CVCheck’s
online screening and verification service. Our service is fast. You can order checks and receive the results without
leaving your desk - and we have great Australian-based support too!

How it works
Verify your applicant’s information without leaving your desk
Login to your CVCheck account and select the checks you’d like to order.
Choose the ordering method that works best for you.
You can decide whether you or the applicant will pay for the checks, and choose how to provide the
information to be verified.
Place your order
CVCheck will process your checks, deliver the result and keep you informed every step of the way.

Convenient, fast and easy-to-use
Fast turnaround times, no lock in contracts or ongoing fees or charges – simply pay for the checks you need
as you need them.

Trusted by leading organisations
CVCheck verifications are recognised and trusted across a wide range of industries in government agencies,
corporates, professional bodies and many more.

With over 1000 verification checks across 190 countries, we’ve got you covered wherever
you are or wherever you’ve come from

Find out more
For more information on the solutions best for your organisation, get in touch with one of our screening experts

Web: cvcheck.com/go/bscaavic
Email: info@cvcheck.com
Phone: +61 8 9388 3000
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